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Citation Databases
An Overview



Bibliographic 
vs Citation DBs

Bibliographic DBs

 They contain references to 
papers published in various 
journals and publications 
(REFERENCES = author's 
name, publication's title, date 
of publication, abstract, 
journal name, and other 
information helpful in 
locating the publication)

 In this category: PubMed –
Medline – Embase – CINAHL
– PsycINFO – (most of the) 
Cochrane Library

Citation DBs

 In addition to REFERENCES, 
they contain also information 
about who has cited a paper, 
and how many times a 
paper/author has been cited 
(CITATION TRACKING)

 In this category: Scopus –
Web of Science (WoS) –
Google Scholar



Citation DBs

Producer: Elsevier Producer: Clarivate Analytics (ISI) Producer: Google

Access: Subscription required Access: Subscription required Access: Free

Coverage: Over 60 M records
(articles from over 20.000 journals,
conference proceedings, books
and patents)
Medline + Embase + other DBs.
Citation indexing starting from 1996.

Subject: Interdisciplinary

Coverage: Over 55 M records
(articles from over 13.000 journals, books, 

conference proceedings).
Arts & Humanities Citation Index + Social Sciences 

Citation Index + Science Citation Index.
Databases & starting year depending 

on subscriptions.

Subject: Interdisciplinary

Coverage: All the scholarly
literature that Google Scholar can

retrieve and index on the Internet. 
Generally unsuitable for

publications prior to 1990.

Subject: Interdisciplinary

Controlled vocabulary: none. Controlled vocabulary: none. Controlled vocabulary: none.

Citation tracking: yes. Citation tracking: yes. Citation tracking: yes.

http://www.scopus.com/home.url
http://www.scopus.com/home.url
http://isiknowledge.com/
http://isiknowledge.com/
http://scholar.google.it/
http://scholar.google.it/


Citation DBs are just partially overlapping
(-> they show a different coverage by discipline):

NSE = Natural Sciences & Engineering
BM = Biomedical Research
SS = Social Sciences
AH = Arts & Humanities

Philippe Mongeon, Adele Paul-Hus, 2016. The journal coverage of Web of Science and Scopus: a comparative 
analysis. Scientometrics 106: 213-228, doi: 10.1007/s11192-015-1765-5. Available from: 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1511.08096 (retrieved 11/2/2017)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1511.08096


…this has consequences also on
CITATION COUNT:



Harzing, AW. & Alakangas, S. , 2016. Google Scholar, Scopus and the Web of Science: a longitudinal and 
cross-disciplinary comparison. Scientometrics 106: 787, doi: 10.1007/s11192-015-1798-9. Available from: 
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11192-015-1798-9 (retrieved 11/2/2017)

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11192-015-1798-9


Data from a cohort of original articles published in JAMA, Lancet and New England Journal of Medicine 
(period 1/10/1999 – 30/3/2000):

Kulkarni AV, Aziz B, Shams I, Busse JW. Comparisons of citations in Web of Science, Scopus, and Google 
Scholar for articles published in general medical journals. JAMA. 2009;302(10):1092-1096. 
doi:10.1001/jama.2009.1307. Available from: http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/184519
(retrieved 11/2/2017)

http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/184519


Bibliometrics
Definition, Pros & Cons



BIBLIOMETRICS =
statistical analysis of written publications […]. Bibliometric 
methods are frequently used in the field of library and 
information science, including scientometrics. […] Citation 
analysis is a commonly used bibliometric method which is 
based on constructing the citation graph, a network or 
graph representation of the citations between documents. 

Bibliometrics adds quantitative measures to the 
qualitative evaluation performed by means of peer-review.
In good practice, bibliometrics doesn’t substitute peer-
review, but it helps it ( informed peer-review).

"Bibliometrics", Wikipedia. Available from: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bibliometrics (retrieved 29/1/2017)

Perceived advantages:

1. Objectivity
2. Cost-effectiveness
3. Transparency
4. Easy to understand

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bibliometrics


Bibliometrics helps
to evaluate:

INSTITUTIONS / RESEARCH GROUPS
Funding, accreditation, quality monitoring…
E.g.: VQR, REF…

RESEARCH PROGRAMS / GRANT APPLICATIONS
Cost-benefit analysis, funding…

RESEARCHERS
Recruitment, promotion, funding…
E.g.: ASN…

It also helps:

TO FIND TOP JOURNALS
to read and to publish in

TO FIND TOP PAPERS / RESEARCH «LEADERS»
in a field

TO FIND NEW PAPERS ON A SUBJECT
by means of the «Cited by» mechanism ( snowbolling)



“[Bibliometrics] does not measure a researcher’s production but citations to 
his/her publications”.

The bibliometric unit of measure is the CITATION 

Nevertheless…

“The term bibliometrics itself is even somewhat regrettable since it includes the root 
metric which implies a concept of measure while the bibliometric unit of measure…”

Académie des Sciences, 2011. On the Proper Use of Bibliometrics To Evaluate Individual Researchers. 
Available from: http://www.academie-sciences.fr/en/Advice-Notes-and-Reports/on-the-proper-use-of-
bibliometrics-to-evaluate-individual-researchers.html (retrieved 11/2/2017)

http://www.academie-sciences.fr/en/Advice-Notes-and-Reports/on-the-proper-use-of-bibliometrics-to-evaluate-individual-researchers.html


… is a variable unit of measure. In fact, the number of citations:

1. is database-dependent
2. varies according to different disciplines (or even sub-disciplines).

Harzing, AW. & Alakangas, S. , 2016. Google Scholar, Scopus and the Web of 
Science: a longitudinal and cross-disciplinary comparison, cit. 

“One citation in mathematics roughly corresponds to 15 
citations in chemistry, 19 citations in physics, and 78 citations 
in clinical medicine.”

Podlubny, I., 2005. Comparison of scientific impact expressed by the number of 
citations in different fields of science. Scientometrics, 64(1), pp.95–99. 
Available from: http://link.springer.com/10.1007/s11192-005-0240-0 (retrieved 
10/2/2017)

WoS InCites Essential Science Indicators (period 2006-2016):

http://link.springer.com/10.1007/s11192-005-0240-0


For these reasons:

1. You must always specify the DB used to calculate the bibliometric 
indicators

2. You can’t directly compare papers/researchers/journals that belong 
to different scientific fields (or even sub-fields).

You have to use a right form of NORMALIZATION
to make comparisons among different disciplines.

"[…] Bibliometrics is no panacea but only a tool to be 
used wisely by peers. […] Académie des Sciences, 2011. On the Proper Use of Bibliometrics To Evaluate 

Individual Researchers., cit. 

Schubert, A. & Braun, T., 1996. Cross-field normalization of scientometric
indicators. Scientometrics, 36(3), pp.311–324. Available from: 
http://link.springer.com/10.1007/BF02129597 (retrieved 11/2/2017)

http://link.springer.com/10.1007/BF02129597


Other problems:

1 Scientific field definition is made on journal subject categories (WoS = ISI 
Subject Categories / Scopus = All Science Journal Classification [ASJC]):

• “Reference standards based on journal classification 
schemes (such as the journal set ‘immunology’) are based 
on only a fraction of papers effectively published in a given 
field. […] In some cases, papers with the highest impact in a 
field are published in multidisciplinary journals and not in 
disciplinary ones.”

Bornmann, L. et al., 2008. Citation counts for research evaluation: standards 
of good practice for analyzing bibliometric data and presenting and 
interpreting results. Ethics in Science and Environmental Politics, 8, pp.93–
102. Available from: http://www.int-res.com/abstracts/esep/v8/n1/p93-102/
(retrieved 11/2/2017)

• Do a paper/researcher dealing with stem cells really
perform well in «Cell Biology» category?

• And what about the disciplines without a corresponding
journal category? (e.g.: medical statistics)

http://www.int-res.com/abstracts/esep/v8/n1/p93-102/


2 Indicator calculations are often affected by DB «dirty» data. 
E.g.: Scholar (above all!), but also in Scopus you’ll find:

Duplicated records:

Metadata errors (e.g.:
publication types):

«Dirty» or duplicated
author profiles:



Article-level Metrics
Citations & Field-Weighted Indicators



Total citations
(They are an author-level metric if referred to the global scientific production of a researcher)

Van Noorden, R., 2010. Metrics: A profusion of measures. Nature, 465(7300), 
pp.864–866. Available from: 
http://www.nature.com/news/2010/100616/full/465864a.html (retrieved 
11/2/2017)

They are influenced by:

• DISCIPLINE
(different disciplines;  general vs niche)

• JOURNAL
(accessibility, impact…)

• PAPER  CARACHTERISTICS
(publication type, nb. of co-authors, lenght…)

• AUHTOR/READER
(language, social network…)

Bornmann, L. et al., 2008. Citation counts for research evaluation: standards 
of good practice for analyzing bibliometric data and presenting and 
interpreting results, cit. 

http://www.nature.com/news/2010/100616/full/465864a.html


A field-normalized article-level metric (it accounts for differences in publication and citation behavior between 
disciplines):

[Scopus] – Field-Weighted Citation Impact (FWCI)

nb. of citations received by a paper
over a 3-year window

Average nb. of citations received by all similar articles
(same publication type - same journal subject category)

over the same temporal window

If = 1 -> the paper has been cited at global average for similar publications
If > 1 -> the paper has been cited more than expected based on the global average
If < 1 -> the paper has been cited less than expected based on the global average



Alternative article-level metrics:

Altmetrics



Author-level Metrics
H-index & Its Variants



H-index

Created in 2005 by Hirsch, who was looking for an indicator aimed at evaluating the 
content (a.k.a. the effective production of an author) rather than simply the container 
(a.k.a. the journals where the author has published). H-index calculation is not tied to any
specific citation DB.

A scientist has index h if h of his/her Np papers have at least h citations each
When you say that a researcher has an h-index = 50, it means that he/she has 
published 50 papers cited at least 50 times each.

Several h-index variants have been developed in years (e.g.: Hc-index, g-index… ).

Hirsch JE. An index to quantify an individual's scientific research output. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA. 2005 Nov 
15;102(46):16569-72. Available from: http://www.pnas.org/content/102/46/16569 (retrieved 11/2/2017)

1. Alonso S, Cabrerizo FJ, Herrera-Viedma E, Herrera F. h-Index: A review focused in its variants, computation 
and standardization for different scientific fields. J Informetr. 2009;3(4):273-289. 
doi:10.1016/j.joi.2009.04.001. Available from: 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1751157709000339 (retrieved 11/2/2017)

http://www.pnas.org/content/102/46/16569
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1751157709000339


H-index: how to calculate it

Order an author’s publications from the most cited paper to the 
less cited one.

H-index value = the whole number corresponding to the last 
ranking position (h) where the number of paper citations is > = 
the ranking number itself.

E.g.: 

1. Publication A 10 citations
2. Publication B 8 citations
3. Publication C 5 citations
4. Publication D 4 citations
5. Publication E 3 citations

H index = 4 (4 citations  at ranking 4)



H-index: pros

• It takes simultaneously into account the productivity (number of publications) and the 
impact (number of received citations) of an author

• It is easy to calculate and/or verify

• It is not skewed by a single highly cited paper, nor by a large number of poorly cited 
documents



H-index: cons

• It does not account for the typical number of citations in different disciplines, and thus
it does not allow interdisciplinary comparisons.

• It is easy to manipulate

• It is affected by the problem of self-citations

• It advantages longest careers (time-rewarding effect -> older researchers show higher
h-indexes)

• It does not decline over time even if an author is inactive

• It discards the author’ role in a publication (e.g.: author position in the authors' list)

• It discards negative or «inappropiate» citations

• It does not reward highly-cited papers (the threshold is enough)



It does not account four the typical number of citations in 
different disciplines, and thus it does not allow interdisciplinary 
comparisons

It does not reward highly-cited papers (the 
threshold is enough)

Harzing, AW. & Alakangas, S. , 2016. Google Scholar, Scopus and the Web of 
Science: a longitudinal and cross-disciplinary comparison, cit. 

Fraser Stoddart (premio Nobel 2016 per la Chimica):
h-index (Scopus) = 131

David Thouless (premio Nobel 2016 per la Fisica):
H-index (Scopus) = 53



Some h-index variants:

• To reward the author’s role: h-index calculated only by considering the publication
where the author has the first/last position in the authors’ list (and he/she is the 
corresponding author)

• To offset the time-rewarding effect: h-index calculated only on a fixed range of 
publication years (e.g.: last 10 years)

• To offset the time-rewarding effect: contemporary h-index, calculated by normalizing
the citations of each paper according to the following:

nb. paper citations X 4

Current year – Publication year + 1



g-index
H-index variant proposed by Egghe in 2006 in order to overcome the H-index bias against highly cited papers.

The g-index g is the largest rank (where papers are arranged in decreasing order of 
the number of citations they received) such that the first g papers have (together) 
at least g2 citations.

Egghe, L. Theory and practise of the g-index. Scientometrics. 2006;69(1):131-152. doi: 10.1007/s11192-006-
0144-7. Available from: http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11192-006-0144-7 (retrieved 11/2/2017)

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11192-006-0144-7


Journal-level Metrics
IF (but not only…)



[WoS] – Impact Factor
It is the «historical» metrics, devised in 1955 by the ISI 
founder E. Garfield.

It was originally conceived to help libraries in 
developing collection policies, and researchers in 
finding the most prestigious sources where to publish. 
During the years, IF has been unduly used to evaluate
single papers and researchers, equating IF values with 
research quality, as denounced in DORA Declaration
(San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment, 
2013).

IF measures the container, not the content! (-> it
indicates impact of journals, not of individual 
researchers or papers)

Hicks D, Wouters P. The Leiden Manifesto for research metrics. Nature. 
2015;520(7548):9-11. doi:10.1038/520429a. Available from: 
http://www.nature.com/news/bibliometrics-the-leiden-manifesto-for-
research-metrics-1.17351 (retrieved 11/2/2017)

San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment. 2013. Available from: 
http://www.ascb.org/dora/ (retrieved 11/2/2017)

http://www.nature.com/news/bibliometrics-the-leiden-manifesto-for-research-metrics-1.17351
http://www.ascb.org/dora/


[WoS] – Impact Factor
It is a proxy measure of a journal impact (-> journal popularity): it shows the citation frequency of 
the “average” paper of a journal.

WoS calculates the IF according to the following:

citations in yearY to documents
published in journal X in previous 2 years

Total nb. of «citable documents»*

published in journal X in previous 2 years

IF (yearY) of the journal X =

To ensure the integrity of the numerator calculation, the last 
available IF is always referred to the previous year (it is
published in June -> 2016 IF will be published in June 2017). The 
5-Year IF is calculated with the same formula, but over a 
period of 5 (not 2) years.

* «Citable documents» usually do not include editorials, letters, news, 
but inclusion criteria may vary according to the journal.

McVeigh ME, Mann SJ. The Journal Impact Factor denominator defining citable (counted) 
Items. JAMA. 2009;302(10):1107-1109. doi:10.1001/jama.2009.1301. Available from: 
http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/184527 (retrieved 11/2/2017)

In 2005, 89% of Nature 's Impact Factor was 
generated by 25% of the articles.

2005. Not-so-deep impact. Nature, 435(7045), pp.1003–1004. 
Available from: 
http://www.nature.com/doifinder/10.1038/4351003b
(retrieved 11/2/2017)

http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/184527
http://www.nature.com/doifinder/10.1038/4351003b


[WoS] – Impact Factor

• Only journals indexed in the WoS section called Journal Citation Report have IF 
( ISI Journals)

• The most correct way to use IF is to rely on the IF of the actual year of the 
publication (and not on the last available IF) 

• IF calculation is not easily replicable (-> transparency problem). IF values may be 
externally influenced.



[WoS] – Impact Factor

• You can directly compare IF values only among journals belonging to the same
Journal Subject Category.



[WoS] – Impact Factor

• You must use percentile (or quartile) normalization to make comparisons among
journals belonging to different Subject Categories.

Leukemia – IF 2015 = 12.104

JAMA Pediatrics – IF 2015 = 9.528



[WoS] – Other Journal Citation Report metrics



Immediacy Index
The average number of times an article is cited in the year it is published. It measures how quickly the papers
published in a journal are cited according to the following:

nb. of citations the articles in a journal receive in a given year

nb. of articles published in that year

Eigenfactor
Similar to 5-Year IF. Journals are rated according to the number of incoming citations, but citations from highly 
ranked journals are weighted to make a larger contribution to the Eigenfactor than those from poorly ranked 
journals.  Eigenfactor scores are expressed as percentage of the sum of the Eigenfactor scores of all journals listed
in Journal Citation Report (= 100).

Article Influence Score
It measures the average influence of a journal's articles over the first five years after publication. The mean Article
Influence Score = 1. If the score is > 1 = the influence of the journal articles is above the average. If it is < 1 = their
influence is below the average.



[Scopus] – Journal Metrics

CiteScore
Introduced in 2016 as substitute of IPP metrics. It is a popularity measure. Similar to WoS Impact Factor, it is
calculated over a period of 3 rather than 2 years. It includes the same types of documents (= all documents indexed
in Scopus) both at the numerator and at the denominator, without distinction among «citable documents» or not, 
according to the following:

SJR (SciMAgo Journal Rank)
Misure of prestige. Similar to WoS EigenFactor, it is calculated over a period of 3 rather than 5 years, with citations 
weighted – worth more or less – depending on the source they come from, according to the following:

nb. of citations in yearY to all the documents
published on journal X in the 3 years prior to Y 

total nb. of documents published in journal X in the 3 years prior to Y 
YearY CiteScore of the journal X =

average nb. of weighted citations received in the yearY

total nb. of documents published in journal X in the 3 years prior to Y 
YearY SJR of the journal X =



[Scopus] – Journal Metrics

SNIP (Source Normalized Impact per Paper)
It is the only journal-level metrics that already includes a normalization. SNIP gives more weight to citations in 
subject areas where citations are less likely and vice versa, according to the following:

nb. of citations in year Y to all the documents
published on journal X in the 3 years prior to Y

total nb. of documents published in journal X 
in the 3 years prior to Y 

database citation potential in the journal subject category

YearY SNIP of journal X =

As already normalized, the SNIP allows direct comparisons of journals
belonging to different subject categories.

Henk F. Moed. Measuring contextual citation impact of scientific journals. 2009; arXiv:0911.2632. Available 
from: https://arxiv.org/abs/0911.2632 (retrieved 11/2/2017)

https://arxiv.org/abs/0911.2632




Suggestions & Further
Readings



Use the tools «Analyze Search Results» [Scopus] 
&  «Analyze Results» [WoS]

to find appropriate journals where to publish a paper on a specific topic







Use the software Publish or Perish to make bibliometric analyses
with Google Scholar data.

Free download from:
http://www.harzing.com/resources/publish-or-perish

http://www.harzing.com/resources/publish-or-perish




Read the most important manifestos on research assessment:

2013: San Francisco Declaration on Research
Assessment (DORA)
Available from: http://www.ascb.org/dora/
(retrieved 12/2/2017)

2015: The Leiden Manifesto for research
metrics
Nature, 520(7548), pp.9–11. Available from: 
http://www.nature.com/news/bibliometrics-the-leiden-
manifesto-for-research-metrics-1.17351 (retrieved 12/2/2017)

http://www.ascb.org/dora/
http://www.nature.com/news/bibliometrics-the-leiden-manifesto-for-research-metrics-1.17351


Follow the debates on the academic research assessment on the blog:
ROARS – Return on Academic ReSearch

http://www.roars.it/online/

http://www.roars.it/online/
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